INTRODUCTION TO STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING AIDS.

STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING is the general term applied to a number of techniques which aid in developing programs which are easier to read, easier to debug, easier to maintain and which are generally much more reliable.

STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING TOOLS documented here consist of the extended control structures necessary to write top down programs with no unconditional branches. Three basic types of control structures are implemented:

1. Sequential Concatenation of Blocks of Code.
2. Selection between Two or More Blocks of Code.

For more information on the theory of structured programming, see the following references.


INTRODUCTION TO ZSTRMAC STRUCTURED ASSEMBLER MACROS

THE ZSTRMAC STRUCTURED ASSEMBLER MACROS ALLOW ALC PROGRAMS TO BE WRITTEN IN A TOP DOWN STRUCTURED FORM WITHOUT THE NEED FOR ANY UNCONDITIONAL BRANCHES.

THE MACROS PROVIDE THE BASIC CONTROL STRUCTURES FOR ITERATION AND ALTERNATIVE SELECTION WITH A MINIMUM OF OVERHEAD AND FUNCTIONAL RESTRICTIONS.

THE DO WHILE=, DO UNTIL= AND ENDOD MACROS PROVIDE FOR ITERATIVE LOOPS.
THE IF, ELSEIF, ELSE, AND ENDIF CONTROL MACROS PROVIDE FOR ALTERNATE SELECTION WITH COMPLEX TESTS. AND THE SELECT, WHEN, OTHERWISE, AND ENDSSELECT MACROS PROVIDE FOR SELECTION OF MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE ALTERNATIVES.

THE MACROS USE GLOBAL ARRAYS TO KEEP TRACK OF THE CURRENT LEVEL OF NESTING AND ANY REQUIRED GENERATED LABELS USED BY MULTIPLE MACROS WITHIN A CONTROL STRUCTURE.

GUIDE TO USING FPC STRUCTURED MACRO ASSEMBLER.

TO USE THE ZSTRMAC MACROS IN A Z390 ASSEMBLER PROGRAM INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING COPY STATEMENT AT THE BEGINNING OF THE PROGRAM:

COPY ASMM35P

TO ASSEMBLE, LINK, AND EXECUTE THE DEMO, DEMOSTR1 EXAMPLE PROGRAM USING THE ZSTRMAC MACROS, USE THE FOLLOWING COMMAND FROM Z390 COMMAND LINE:

ASMLG DEMO, DEMOSTR1 SYSMAC(MAC+ZSTRMAC) SYSCPY(MAC+ZSTRMAC)

THE DEMOSTR1.MLC PROGRAM ILLUSTRATES USE OF DO WHILE, DO UNTIL, AND IF, ELSEIF, ELSE, ENDIF STRUCTURES WITHOUT USING ANY REGISTERS. THE PROGRAM HAS PRI NT NOGEN AT THE BEGINNING SO THE PRN LISTING IS NOT CLUTTERED WITH ALL THE GENERATED CODE. TO SEE THE GENERATED CODE LOOK AT THE GENERATED DEMOSTR1.BAL FILE OR COMMENT OUT THE PRI NT NOGEN STATEMENT AND REASSEMBLE TO SEE THE GENERATED CODE IN THE PRN LISTING. THE EXECUTION LOG DEMOSTR1.LOG SHOWS THE WTO STATEMENTS EXECUTED IN THE SELECTED BLOCKS.

SUMMARY OF STRUCTURED MACRO CONTROL STATEMENTS

SELECTION OF ONE BLOCK FROM TWO OR MORE BLOCKS OF CODE

1. IF (TEST) - EXECUTE FOLLOWING BLOCK IF TEST IS TRUE OTHERWISE GO TO NEXT ELSEIF, ELSE, OR FI STATEMENT.
2. ELSEIF (TEST) - SAME AS ABOVE TO SELECT ONE OF A NUMBER OF BLOCKS.
3. ELSE - EXECUTE FOLLOWING BLOCK IF TEST IN PREVIOUS IF OR ELSEIF WAS FALSE.
4. ENDIF - COMMON EXIT POINT FROM THE ABOVE CONTROL STRUCTURE.

REPEITION OF A BLOCK OF CODE

1. DO WHILE=(TEST) - REPEAT BLOCK WHILE TEST IS TRUE
2. DO UNTIL=(TEST) - REPEAT BLOCK UNTIL TEST IS FALSE
3. ENDDO - EXIT POINT FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE DO CONTROL STRUCTURES.

SYNTAX AND EXAMPLES

DO UNTIL, (TEST)

FUNCTION - DEFINE BEGINNING OF BLOCK OF CODE WHICH IS EXECUTED REPEITIONALLY UNTIL THE TEST IS TRUE. THE TEST IS PERFORMED AT THE END OF EACH EXECUTION OF THE BLOCK.

SYNTAX - SEE IF FOR TEST SYNTAX
**ZSTRDOC.TXT**

**EXAMPLE -**

```plaintext
DO UNTIL L=(LTR, R1, Z, R1)
   LR R2, R1
   L R1, NEXT(R1)
ENDDO

DO WHILE=(TEST)

**FUNCTION** -

DEFINE START OF BLOCK OF CODE WHICH WILL BE EXECUTED REPETITIVELY WHILE THE EXPRESSION IS TRUE. THE TEST IS PERFORMED BEFORE EACH EXECUTION OF THE BLOCK.

**SYNTAX -**

SEE IF FOR TEST SYNTAX

**EXAMPLE -**

```plaintext
FUNCTION DEFINE START OF BLOCK OF CODE WHICH WILL BE EXECUTED REPETITIVELY WHILE THE EXPRESSION IS TRUE. THE TEST IS PERFORMED BEFORE EACH EXECUTION OF THE BLOCK.

BRAS R12, GETREC
DO WHILE=(CLI, EOF, NE, TRUE)
   BRAS R12, PROREC
   BRAS R12, GETREC
OD

**COMMENTS -**

THE ABOVE CONTROL STRUCTURE IS THE STANDARD FORM OF MOST FILE PROCESSING MAIN PROGRAMS. THE READ ROUTINE NAMED GETREC SETS EOF=FALSE WHEN END OF FILE OCCURS. THE ROUTINE NAMED PROREC PROCESSES RECORDS.

**IF (TEST)**

**FUNCTION -**

DEFINE BEGINNING OF BLOCK OF CODE TO BE EXECUTED IF TEST IS TRUE. IF THE TEST IS FALSE, TRANSFER CONTROL TO THE NEXT ELSEIF, ELSE, OR ENDF Statement. IF CONTROL STRUCTURES MAY BE NESTED.

**SYNTAX -**

TEST CONSISTS OF 4 OPERANDS SEPARATED BY COMMAS WHICH DEFINE INSTRUCTION, OPERAND 1, TEST CONDITION, AND OPERAND 2. MULTIPLE TEST MAY BE CONNECTED BY LOGICAL AND/OR KEYWORD CONNECTORS AS FOLLOWS:

- `IF (TEST), AND, (TEST), AND, (TEST), ..., AND (TEST)`
- `IF (TEST), OR, (TEST), OR, (TEST), ..., OR (TEST)`

IF 'AND' OR 'OR' CONNECTORS ARE MIXED, IT IS INTERPRETED AS IF THERE IS AN EXTRA SET OF PARENTHESES ADDED AFTER EACH CONNECTOR:

- `IF (TEST), AND, (TEST), OR, (TEST)` MEANS
- `IF (TEST), AND, ((TEST), OR, (TEST))` ETC.

THE TEST CONDITION CODE VALUE MUST EQUAL TO 0-15 AND THE ZSTREQU.CPY MEMBER IS INCLUDED TO DEFINE EQUATES FOR ALL THE POSSIBLE CONDITION CODE VALUES.

**FOR EXAMPLE:**

```plaintext
IF (OP, OPR1, COND, OPR2)          OP OPR1, OPR2
   BC 15-COND, TGN

IF (SP, L1 NE, Z, =P'0')            SP L1 NE, =P'0'
   BRAS R12, HEADING
   BC 15-8, TGN

FI                                 BRAS R12, HEADING
```
IF (CLC, KEY, L, =F'10')
  BRAS R12, SMALL
ELSEIF (CLC, KEY, L, =F'50')
  BRAS R12, MEDIUM
ELSE
  BRAS R12, BIG
ENDIF

ELSE
FUNCTION - DEFINE END OF BLOCK OF CODE EXECUTED IF PREVIOUS IF OR
ELSEIF IS TRUE AND DEFINE BEGINNING OF BLOCK OF CODE TO
BE EXECUTED IF ALL PREVIOUS IF AND ELSEIF STATEMENTS
WERE FALSE.
SYNTAX - ALL KEYWORD
EXAMPLE - SEE IF

ELSEIF (TEST)
FUNCTION - DEFINE END OF BLOCK OF CODE EXECUTED IF PREVIOUS IF OR
ELSEIF IS TRUE AND DEFINE BEGINNING OF BLOCK OF CODE TO
BE EXECUTED IF EXPRESSION IS TRUE.
SYNTAX - SEE IF FOR TEST SYNTAX
EXAMPLE - SEE IF

ENDIF
FUNCTION - DEFINE END OF IF CONTROL STRUCTURE.
SYNTAX - NONE
EXAMPLE - SEE IF